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Weak Patterns in Networks
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Detect incipient network congestion 
from subtle changes in round-trip-times

Detecting faint traces of a 
contamination



Network observation model

Binary pattern 0/1

Signal strength

Observation at node i :

unknown

Detection Problem: no activity
activity present

What is the weakest signal we can detect as a function of the 
network parameters, and how can we detect it?



Detecting weak patterns

If activity at each node                 is statistically independent

Sublinear Sparsity:    # affected nodes

Thresholds of detection/estimation:    signal strength
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[Ingster-Suslina, 
Abramovich et al’01,
Jin-Donoho’04]



Network activation patterns

Network activations tend to be highly dependent ≡               has some structure.

Can we exploit dependencies in the activation process to detect 
much weaker network activity?
How can we learn these dependencies?



Hierarchically structured patterns

Tree-structured physical topology
between a monitor and end hosts

Latent  hierarchical  factors
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Typical network activation patterns are supported over multi-scale group of 
nodes, and hence the dependencies are often hierarchically structured.



Hierarchically structured patterns
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Hierarchical Block 
similarity matrix

Min intra-cluster similarity > Max inter-cluster similarity



Proposed Methodology

If the network dependency structure is known:

1) Transform the measurements into another domain that uses network 
dependency structure to enhance sparsity Ξ amplify weak signals

2) Perform detection in the transform domain, e.g.

Signal is focused 
and strength
is amplified

Transform coefficients, Network data,

Scan statistic over the basis patterns



Proposed Methodology
Signal is focused 
and strength
is amplified

Transform coefficients, Network pattern,

Network activation patterns that are sparser in a transform 
basis can be detected with much weaker signal strength

(Canonical) (Transform)

Theorem:

Sparsity:

Effective strength:



Basis for Hierarchically structured patterns

Find most similar pair of clusters (c1,c2)
Construct basis vector

Merge and update similarity (average)

If hierarchical dependency structure (matrix of pairwise similarities) is known.

Hierarchical clustering +
unbalanced Haar wavelet



Sparsifying properties of the basis
Generative model for hierarchically structured binary activations.

Network pattern

Latent multi-scale 
dependencies

Latent Tree-based Ising model :

Node-parent agreementsstrength of interaction



Generative model for hierarchically structured binary activations.

(Canonical)  (Transform)

Theorem: Consider a pattern generated by the latent tree-based Ising
model with depth L = log p and uniform degree d, and roots taking value 0.

Then with high probability,

Sparsifying properties of the basis

Network pattern

Latent multi-scale 
dependencies



Proposed Methodology

If the network dependency structure is known:

1) Transform the measurements into another domain that uses network 
dependency structure to enhance sparsity Ξ amplify weak signals

2) Perform detection in the transform domain.

If the network dependency structure is unknown:

First,  learn the hierarchical dependencies in the network activations using 
few snapshots of previous network activity.



Learning the Hierarchical dependencies
If hierarchical dependency structure (matrix of pairwise similarities) is unknown.
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Similarity = Covariance

Theorem: Using empirical covariance estimates, the multi-scale dependencies 
between network nodes can be learnt with probability > 1- δ from

i.i.d snapshots of network measurements.

ε - gap between minimum intra-cluster and max inter-cluster similarity



Learning Latent Tree-based Ising Model

Network pattern

Latent multi-scale 
dependencies
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Can learn latent tree-based ising model from sample covariance!



Experiments

Max statistic in transform 
domain

FDR statistic in canonical 
domain

Max statistic in canonical 
domain

Global Average statistic



Example basis vectors

Sample Covariance matrixMonitor

unknown 
network

Detecting changes in Round-trip-time (RTT)



Compression achieved for Internet RTT data

Sparsifying Internet RTT data
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Detection problem is most challenging when the activation is:

Weak - signal strength,

Sparse - # affected nodes, 

As p → ∞, maximum noise <

Invisible in per node signature

As p → ∞, average of all measurements                         looks like noise

Invisible in global network aggregate

Detecting weak patterns



Lattice topology (Cluster of activation)
(Durand, Arias-Castro, Candes’09)

General topology (Clique, bi-clique, 
spanning tree, sub-cube)
(A.-Berry, Broutin, Devroye, Lugosi’09)

Detecting network activation patterns

Linear topology  (Single Interval of activation) 
(Arias-Castro,Donoho,Huo’05)

Lattice and tree topology (Path of activation)
(Arias-Castro, Candes, Helgason, Zeitouni’08)

Proposed tests not-constructive or 
computationally expensive 

• ε-net constructions
• GLRT/scan-statistic (match with all 

possible patterns)



Transform domain sparsity
Consider a pattern x distributed according to the hidden multi-scale Ising model 
defined on a tree with depth L and maximum degree d.

Then with probability     , the number of non-zero Haar basis coefficients are  
bounded by

where                is a constant.

Proof sketch:

Relative Chernoff 
bound



Detection:

III. Identifying weak network patterns

# active nodes

Canonical domain   Transform domain      

Unbalanced trees (large L)         less sparsity

Assume:

ONB
# non-zero coeffs



Basis for Graphs – related work

Graph wavelets (Crovella,Kolacyzk’03)

- highly overcomplete basis (#nodes x #hops)

Diffusion wavelets (Coifman,Maggioni’06)
- multi-scale and approximation properties not well understood

Treelets (Lee,Nadler,Wasserman’08)
- not a sparsifying transform if nodes have different variances

Balanced Haar on a dendrogram (Murtagh’05) 
- not orthogonal, basis vectors not constant on merged sub-clusters
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